Reason Papers began publication in 1974. Until 1978 it was published at the Department of Philosophy, State University College, Fredonia, New York, where its editor taught philosophy. In 1979 Reason Papers was moved to the Reason Foundation, a then new educational, tax-exempt foundation whose board felt it would help the foundation's reputation and legal status to be the publisher of the journal. The editor of the journal began his tenure as educational programs director with the Reason Foundation at the same time. Later the editor was appointed Senior Fellow of the Reason Foundation and continued working with the foundation as academic programs director. In 1985 the editor left this post and in the Summer of 1986 the board of the Reason Foundation decided no longer to publish Reason Papers.

Starting with this issue, Reason Papers is being published once again independently, at the Department of Philosophy, Auburn University, where its editor is professor of philosophy. There are no editorial changes contemplated and many of the scholars previously associated with the journal will continue to assist the editor with its publication. Orders should be sent to the editor, Reason Papers, Department of Philosophy, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849.
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